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Abstract
An electric insulator is an essential device for an electric power system.

Therefore, maintenance of insulators on electric poles has vital importance.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) are used to inspect conditions of electric in-
sulators placed in remote and hostile terrains where human inspection is not
possible. Insulators vary in terms of physical appearance and hence the insu-
lator detection technology present in the UAV in principle should be able to
identify a insulator device in the wild, even though it has never seen that par-
ticular type of insulator before. To address this problem a Zero-Shot Learning-
based technique is proposed that can detect an insulator device type that it has
never seen during the training phase. Different convolutional neural network
models are used for feature extraction and are coupled with various signature
attributes to detect an unseen insulator type. Experimental results show that
inceptionsV3 has better performance on electric insulators dataset and basic
signature attributes “Color and number of plates“ of the insulator is the best
way to classify insulators dataset while the number of training classes doesn’t
have much effect on performance. Encouraging results were obtained.

Keywords: Zero-shot learning, signature attribute, electrical insulators,
object detection

1 Introduction

Deep learning has shown incredible performance in problms like image clas-
sification and object detection, yet this comes at the cost of a huge number
of annotated samples for training. It is also not possible to correctly identify
the unseen classes those are not used while training and hence in such situa-
tion we need to train the classifier from scratch again. In the past few years,
special forms of neural networks “Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)” are
advancing the state of the art of the many computer vision applications, and
these are specifically designed to require advantage of the 2D structure of image
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data. However, CNNs typically require an enormous amount of training data as
well that is usually not available in many tasks such as power cables component
detection and classification [10]. To the best of our knowledge, the very little ap-
proach is available that might efficaciously ankle these quandaries across many
tasks. Some of the approaches to handle the dearth of training data problems
are i. Utilizing synthetic data and data augmentation techniques to come up
with more training data ii. Employing one-shot learning that aims to be told
information about incipient object categories from just one or some training
images [12] iii. Adopting zero-shot learning that seeks to ascertain information
about incipient object categories from only descriptions [15].

Zero-shot learning is used to generalize the learned information to explore
the unfamiliar object classes. During this context, both unseen and seen classes
require to be cognate to the auxiliary semantic features. The setting within
zero-shot learning considered the profound case of transfer learning. The model
is trained to replicate human competency on unseen classes, which don’t seem
to be within the training stage [4]. The core in zero-shot learning is to ascertain
a multi-model projection between semantics and visual features by utilizing the
labeled optically discerned classes [8]. Besides this, the patrol transmission line
of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) has become very popular in transmission
line inspection and research hot topic. It has shown efficiency, reliability, cost-
effectiveness, and helped in inspections where the human approach is not easy.
With the development of automation in UAV, it’s the interest to identify the
types of insulators during an inspection by capturing images of the insulator
by UAV camera. For this purpose, a large number of images of insulators are
required which is always a problem in deep learning. In this paper, we are
addressing this problem by introducing a zero-shot model and use insulators
dataset images captured by UAV.

Considering the objectives involved in the study, our research comes up with
the subsequent questions: 1. Which deep-architecture is able to generate the
most powerful features? 2. What type of ”Signature Attributes” can we propose
to perform ZSL for our defined problem? 3. Does the number of training classes
affect system performance?

2 Related Work

Researchers have used different approaches to machine learning to achieve a lack
of data training problems. The have proposed multiple ways in their studies to
apply zero-shot learning on the datasets.

Study in [8] introduces a multi-model explication model that categorically
integrates three LSTMs (long short-term recollection models) and implemented
on CUB, SUN, and AWA2 dataset. It shows the way to extract visual and
textual explications. Furthermore, two incipient aspects are insights as well
i.e. explanatory diversity and explanatory consistency respectively. Accuracy
on both optically discerned and unseen classes was 38.4 and 35.6. In [9] zero-
shot learning Hierarchical relegation approach for previously unseen classes by
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trading specificity for accuracy and mapping to semantic attributes of unseen
classes from image features to human recognizable attributes are utilized. The
direct method for semantic attributes discussed in [2] shows that the classifier
is learned for every attribute from the examples within the training dataset.
The study in [16] used binary embedding predicated zero-shot learning (BZSL)
that apperceived an unseen instance by efficiently probing its most proximate
class codes with minimum Hamming distance while incrementing the binary em-
bedding dimension can inevitably improve the apperception precision. [5] has
proposed the hybrid model consists of “Random Attribute Selection” (RAS) and
conditional “Generative Adversarial Network” (GCN) to find out the realistic
generation of attributes by their correlations in nature and improve discrimina-
tion for a large number of classes while [14] showed an approach for learning
semantic-driven attributes using two different datasets i.e. AwA and aPY. Hu-
man gaze embedding is used as auxiliary information to be told compatibility
between image and label space for zero-shot learning [6]. Embedding frame-
work that maps multiple text parts is joined with multiple semantic parts into a
typical space in [1]. Moreover, Fine-grained Caltech UCSD Birds-2011 dataset
is used and improves state-of-the-art on the CUB dataset to 56.5 (from 50.2)
within the supervised setting while improving the state-of-the-art also within
the unsupervised setting to 33.9 (from 24.2). In [13] AwA dataset is used as in
[14] also, contains 30,475 images from 50 animal classes while each class is an-
notated with 85 user-defined attributes. CUB dataset contains 11,788 images of
200 bird classes and each class is annotated with 312 attributes. User-defined se-
mantic attributes jointly with discriminative and background lat1ent attributes
approach are proposed in the study. The limitations of the proposed approach
are that it takes a fixed feature representation as an input. A joint feature
and attribute learning approach is suggested to overcome the limitations on
some level. Another study [11] has used a semantic attention-based compara-
tive network (SACN) to resolve the zero-shot visual recognition problem with
the same dataset state above. ResNet and GoogleNet models are used as a
backbone in it. The best results reported in the study are 86.5 on AWA using
ResNet as a backbone while GoogleNet gives 84.5. For the CUB dataset 63.4
and 62.0 are reported results respectively. [18] has used both Nearest Neighbor
+ Self-Training (NN + ST) and data augmentation on video action recogni-
tion tasks. However, simple self-training and data augmentation strategies can
address these challenges and achieve the state of the art results for zero-shot ac-
tion recognition within the video. The study showed that Semantic embedding
is similar to the state of the art low-level feature-based classification and better
than the standard attribute-based intermediate representation. The possible
reasons given are, attribute-space being less discriminative than semantic word
space used, or because of the reliance on human annotation. This shows that
some annotated signature attributes are might not be detectable or don’t seem
to be discriminative for class [18]. Objects are identified supported a high-level
description that’s phrased in terms of semantic attributes, like the object’s color
or shape. NN isn’t better than the attribute-based approaches in [7]. The zero-
shot classification in [17] is used to classify target classes specifically supported
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Figure 1 Figure 2

learning a semantic mapping. It targets classes from feature space to semantic
knowledge space. Considering the model as best, it can give the best accuracy
in both the AwA dataset and CUB datasets. In the study [3], the researcher
has proposed a unified semi-supervised learning framework. This framework
learns the attribute classifiers by exploring the correlations between images and
utilizing multiple signature attributes. The usage of multiple features makes
the attribute prediction more vigorous. An optimal graph is another choice to
enhance the execution of zero-shot image categorization whether or not labeled
images are less.

A literature study has shown that different types of approaches are proposed
to implement zero-shot learning on an identical style of dataset. Most of the
researches have used the datasets relevant to animals or birds. No study has
used the dataset we have proposed for zero-shot learning. Due to the unusual
attribute nature of our dataset, we are required to put it for test and determine
the most effective possibilities in it.

3 Dataset Details

The dataset contains different images of insulators that are captured against
several types of complex background by UAV camera. The background of image
scenes are with the vast majority of different other objects that includes forest,
crops, grass, poles, and wires etc. Using UAV camera insulator in images was
placed on a special frame so that the images can be obtained in conditions
close to the real environment. The images of insulators are structured in folders
in such a way that there basic attributes should reflect the difference between
them. Figure 1 and Figure 2 are example images of two different insulators.

4 Methodology

In the context of recognizing insulators, one must provide large number of data
which is not really available when one uses UAV for power inspection images.
Moreover, a deep learning algorithm can classify a test data to any of its train-
ing classes, but fail completely when dealing with an “unseen” class. On the
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other hand, it cannot be ignored that deep learning features extraction are dis-
criminatory in nature which is not acceptable in some cases. Here, the proposed
method uses deep learned features along with a “Zero-shot Learning” framework
to counter the problem of recognizing “untrained” class of images.

A: Zero-shot Learning
Starting from pattern recognition and the theory that computers can learn

without instructions, researchers showed interest to see if computers could learn
from data. To classify the samples where training examples are not available, we
use zero-shot learning. Recognizing an object from an image without training
the image using zero-shot learning allows us to recognize the unseen class of
the object. It can give a high-level description of a new or unseen class and
create a connection between it. Inspired by this human’s ability, the interest of
researchers in zero-shot learning is increasing for scaling up visual recognition.

B: Semantic Attributes
Recent advancement in object detection are directly learning a mapping from

an image feature space to a semantic space. For that, the semantic attribute
approach is the best way to go with it. Semantic attributes provide a bridge
from automatically generated image features to human intuition . In our case,
we have a dataset of electric insulators and there are several types of insulators.
The most commonly used are the pin type, strain insulator, shackle insulator,
and suspension type. We aim to differentiate the insulator on the bases of their
characteristics and signature attributes. To get information about the attribute
we must focus on the naturally shows up region instead of the entire spatial
domain. Different objects can have certain similar attributes but their category
label is preserved. Attributes are also especially useful in problems that aim
at modeling intra-category variations such as fine-grained classification. Even
objects are encoded according to their semantic attributes or features and have
become quite very practical now a day. An object can be encoded over a large
set of exploratory attributes, while each attribute can be assigned a specific or
multiple value/s that shows its probability, weight, or importance.

5 Experimental Results

The dataset consists of 38 total number of classes that we distributed to training
and validation. We randomly took 30 classes from it to fine-tune the pertained
models. The object of the experiments on this stage is to get to know which
deep learning architecture can generate the most features from the dataset.

”Which deep-architecture is able to generate the most powerful
features?”

We already knew that we have a large number of classes in our dataset but
images in each dataset are so less than models will not able to train them in a
good manner. We decided to go for testing on the dataset and check, what we
get in results. We tried to tune VGG16, VGG19, Xception, and inceptionV3
models on the dataset and got expected results as we assumed before. We did
not get results better than 0.10, which we got from VGG16. We decided to go
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for data augmentation on this stag to increase the images in the dataset and
tried to deceive the models. There are multiple approaches proposed by people
for data augmentation. The first approach we used was changing the shape of
the images. We increase the number of images in each class from 100 to 600
only one class contained 400 images because its original images were so less
i.e. 50. Original images size in the dataset was mostly 1397X1397 but some
were different as well. After augmentation sizes, all dataset images size, become
240X240 each.

Experiment#1:
We started tuning of models again on random 30 classes and got some dif-

ferent results from the previous experiment. We divided the dataset to training
and validation with 0.80 for training and 0.20 for validation. Total number
epoch was set as 100 with batch size 32 and the input image size is 240 X
240 X 3. We aimed to get the exact bounding box area/cropped of electric
insulators so in the ”ImageDataGenerator” function we used ”shear range” and
”zoom range” as 0.1. We also did ”horizontal flip” as True on the images. As
a result, vgg16 gave 0.43 validation accuracy with 1.56 validation loss with a
default learning rate of “Adam” as an optimizer. On decreasing the learning
rate of vgg16 validation accuracy increases very slowly for-example it changes
in points 0.21, 0.219 then 0.22 so this is the learning progress of vgg16.

Experiment#2:
VGG16 achieved 0.52 accuracy on validation on changing the “shear range”

and “zoom range” as 0.2. Inceptionv3 did not give any closer result to vgg16.
It trained at all on 0.1, 0.01, 0.001 and 0.0001 learning rates. Vgg19 does not
give any good results if we used sharp and zoom on the training set but if we
removed it, it started learning and gave 0.52 accuracy at the end.

Experiment#3:
We have generated a new dataset using multiple augmentation approaches.

1. Translation

2. Rotation

3. Transformation

In these approaches, we have changed the values of each image degree, rows, and
columns. After that, we have refined the dataset again manually and remove
the black images containing a small description of the image generated from
data augmentation. We split the data to the train and validation folder where
mostly original data images were in the validation folder and augmented data
were in the train folder. The first observation on tuning did not improve the
results we got before but later we mix the randomly in training and validation
folders again and then run the experiment. We also changed some of the param-
eters for the training model. Set the learning rates (0.0001, 0.001), beta 1=0.9,
beta 2=0.999, epsilon=1e-06 and amsgrad=True of Adam optimizer and set all
zoom properties to 0.2. The results we got on different models are given in
Table 1.
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CNNs val accuracy
InceptionV3 75.5%
Xception 72.4%
VGG16 68.7%
VGG16 69.4%

Table 1: CNN Results

No Attributes
1 Color, Selected body part, No. of plates

2
Color, Selected body part
No. of plates, Plates linked on body

3
Color, Selected body part, No. of plates
Plates linked on body, Other Selected part, Shape of other selected part

4
Color, Selected body part, No. of plates
Plates linked on body Other Selected part, Shape of other selected part, Surface

5
Color, Selected body part, No. of plates
Selected part1, Shape of part1,
Selected part2, Shape of part2, Surface

Table 2: Signature Attributes

”What type of ”Signature Attributes” can we propose to perform
ZSL for our defined problem?”

To classify the data for zero-shot learning, we arrange the data into their
homogeneous/similar groups according to the common characteristics they have.
Data without a proper classification is not understandable by CNN and it is not
valuable for further analysis and interpretation. The arrangement of data will
helps CNN in training and provide ease to do comparison and analysis. We
have different types of insulators in our dataset that can be defined concerning
their properties, feature, and physical appearance, see Table 2.

Observations: We can create more combinations of attributes and define
the objects with more details for classification. Some attributes are common
in most of the classes, for-example our dataset contains one class of insulator
that has brown color but there are certainly other classes as well that has the
same property. We need can separate the attributes on the bases of colors or
the combination of other attributes as well. In general, our dataset is classified
on the bases of two attributes that are color and number of plates that give us
38 classes in total. On selection of certain attributes and going into more detail
of objects we can either reduce or increase the number of classes, this was the
zero-shot learning come. We are selecting one of the approaches where our data
is not based on the number of plates but there are certainly other attributes
that we have selected e.g. we have selected colors and how plates are linked on
the body.

We have a total number of 11 classes that are created on the bases of brown
color and number of plates at the start but now we have selected the above
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given two signature attributes and the number of classes is reduced to two. In
the same way, the total number of 38 classes is now 8 after the new classification
of image objects. Now we have classified in such a way that we can use multiple
signature attributes and distribution of dataset can show more details. We have
chosen color brown, selected body part, number of plates, and selected part with
shape and generated new classification by naming the classes like this:

1. Brown round top seven plate

2. white long top four plate

3. white round neck eight plate

4. brown round top six plate

Using this technique, we have generated 38 classes of the dataset, defining
more details of each object is separating it from other objects for classification.

Preprocessing: Here we have used class vector and image embedding tech-
nique (CVIE) to check the zero-shot learning score. We generated vectors of
both train and zero-shot classes. We considered the word2vec Google news
model to generate class vectors, which generated the vector of each class with
300 dimensions. For image embedding with classes, we have used the VGG16
pre-trained model for feature extraction. After that, we have created two files
i.e. class vector and zero-shot data files. Class vector file contained an array of
all classes whereas zero-shot data contained classes and subclass labels as sig-
nature attributes attached with images array. One file in txt format contained
train classes that checked when the dataset was training on the bases of their
signature attributes. The dataset was partitioned into three i.e. training, vali-
dation, and testing. Training and validation contain the data of training classes
while testing contained zero-shot classes that were not seen by the model before
and it was used to evaluate the zero-shot score on the trained model.

Dataset Training setup: We have used two different activation functions
in training i.e. relu and softmax. We have used batch normalization that allows
each layer of a NN to learn by itself independently. We have used a “categorical
cross-entropy” loss to train the CNNs to output the probability over the classes
for each image.

Evaluation of the model: For evaluation of the model, we have used
KDTree to query the zero-shot classes on trained classes in our trained model.
We have categorized the results into three i.e. top 5, top 3, and top 1 accuracy
of the zero-shot model.

Experiment#1: We have used on a large number of attributes for the clas-
sification i.e. Basic signature attributes with top details and surface attribute.
E.g. 1. brown round top five plate solid, 2. glass pin top two plate transparent,
3. orange round top thirty plate solid. The total number of classes we got on
the bases of the above-given classification is 38. We took 32 classes as seen and
6 for unseen classes. To find out zero-shot learning possible score, we set the
value “K = 5” to query the results and the best result we got with BATCH SIZE
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Seen classes Unseen-classes Top 5 Top 3 Top 1
25 13 0.40 0.23 0.11
33 5 0.47 0.33 0.23
16 22 0.41 0.26 0.13

Table 3:

= 32 and Epoch = 33 were Top 5 Accuracy: 0.37 Top 3 Accuracy: 0.29 Top 1
Accuracy: 0.13

Experiment#2: We have the classified the data based on attributes i.e.
Basic signature attributes with top details and surface attribute. The total num-
ber of classes we got on the bases of the above-given classification is 38. We took
32 classes as seen and 6 for unseen classes. E.g. 1. brown round top five plate,
2. glass pin top two plate, 3. orange round top thirty plate. To find out zero-
shot learning possible score we set the value “K = 5” to query the results and
the best result we got with BATCH SIZE = 32 and Epoch = 53 were: Top 5
Accuracy: 0.38 Top 3 Accuracy: 0.31 Top 1 Accuracy: 0.14

Experiment#3: We have classified the data based on attributes i.e. Ba-
sic signature attributes E.g. 1. brown five plate, 2. glass two plate, 3. or-
ange thirty plate. The total number of classes we got on the bases of the above-
given classification is 36. We took 26 classes as seen and 10 for unseen classes.
To find out zero-shot learning possible score we set the value “K = 5” to query
the results and the best result we got with BATCH SIZE = 32 and Epoch = 53
were: Top 5 Accuracy: 0.54 Top 3 Accuracy: 0.43 Top 1 Accuracy: 0.26

Does the number of training classes affect system performance?
We have done the number of experiments to check the performance of the

model by increasing and decreasing the number of classes. In the first phase,
we selected the signature attributes that were used in research question#2 i.e.
experiment#2 to increase the performance of the model. We did three exper-
iments and chose 23 unseen and 25 seen classes in the first experiment. As a
result, we found a slight increase in accuracy for top-5 but a decrease in top-3
and 1. We increase the seen classes to 33 and decreases unseen classes to 5, we
observed a good effect on all top-1, 3, and 5 accuracy scores. We reduced the
seen classes to 16 and unseen classes to 22 to confirm the effect on performance.
Below given table shows the experimental results of the first phase:

In the second phase, we again did three experiments using experimental
attributes as used in research question#2 experiment#3, we choose 25 seen and
23 unseen classes. As a result, we found a slight increase in accuracy for top-5
but a decrease in top-3 and 1. We picked 31 seen classes and increases unseen
classes to 6 and we observed little incremental effect on all top-1, and 5 accuracy
scores but top-3 remained the same. We reduced the classed to seen classes to
16 and used 22 unseen classes to confirm the effect of classes. Below given table
shows the experimental results of the first phase:
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Seen classes Unseen-classes Top 5 Top 3 Top 1
25 13 0.52 0.33 0.13
31 5 0.55 0.43 0.29
16 22 0.47 0.28 0.10

Table 4:

6 Discussion

Different CNN models are used in the study to find out the most powerful fea-
ture extraction model on the insulators dataset. On performing three different
experiments, we can see that results differ every time because of certain rea-
sons. In the beginning, we can observe that our dataset was so small and with
numerous classes, none of the models trained it at all. It demonstrates that
deep learning required a large number of data for training. Our first data aug-
mentation technique that only changed the shape of the images and increased
the number of images in the dataset was is not helpful to get good training re-
sults. On changing parameters like learning rate, batch size, epoch, and layers,
training stopped after 0.43. From our second experiment, we can observe that
the “ImageDataGenerator” parameters also affect training. Even, changing the
value of shear range and zoom range hand effects on training and started in-
creasing accuracy i.e. 0.52 on VGG16, but this is not with every model. Our
first augmentation technique reflects that there is not much difference in the
real and new images. The only resolution of images is changed and CNN mod-
els are not able to give us good results on them. To overcome this problem,
we can consider multiple data augmentation techniques i.e. rotation, transla-
tion, and transformation of the images as a better way to regenerate the data.
We can see CNNs works much better on new data generated in our last experi-
ments. With new data generated, without changing any “ImageDataGererator”
parameter from the default, learning rate 0.0001 learning rate works properly
on all architectures. Furthermore, beta 1=0.9, beta 2=0.999, epsilon=1e-06
and amsgrad=True of Adam optimizer also has effect on training. The use of
“spatial categorical crossentropy” has clear effects on CNNs training as well;
“categorical crossentropy” is used previously. We perceived inceptionv3 as the
most powerful feature extraction model on our dataset as compared to VGG16,
VGG19, and Xception on the bases of results but still, there was not much
difference between Xception and inceptionv3.

For zero-shot learning (ZSL) selection of signature, attributes are one of
the important tasks before we do classification. One straightforward and naive
strategy for zero-shot to select attributes is to pick such attributes that give
larger information. We can analysis that the number of classes also changes on
the bases of attributes in the electric insulator dataset. Although, it is hard to
select attributes for electric insulators, as some times insulators are cover with
some other type of objects that does not have any role to show uniqueness. The
basic signature attributes for such type of dataset are enough to classify them
and extract a good amount of information. Based on the experimental results,
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we demonstrate that different attributes have a different level of information
and predictability, thus we cannot treat them equally. After the experiments,
we can say, on increasing the number of signature attributes on such a dataset
decreases the number of classes and we lose the zero-shot accuracy score while
a small number of signature attributes we were getting much better results.
Insulators have a different type of shapes, but the main difference between
them we found out was the color and number of plates for classification. There
is always an impact of choosing training and zero-shot classes on results as well.
We analyze the performance of the model during testing by changing the number
of classes. There is a change in results using a similar number of classes with a
different selection of classes for training and zero-shot. The effects of reducing
or increasing the number of classes is depending upon the data. In general,
there is no guarantee that if we reduce or increase the number of classes with
such type of data we can able to increase the classification accuracy. It will
improve the performance if we combine similar classes and apply zero-shot on
classes that are never seen by the model. Imagine that we are classifying brown
color insulators into four classes based on the different numbers of plates. If
we train these classes together and apply zero-shot on white color insulators
classification, the overall ZSL score will improve.

7 Conclusion

In this study, we have tuned CNNs popular architecture and applied zero-shot
learning on UAV captured images of insulators. We have also checked the
performance of the model on the bases of number of classes. The experimental
results showed inceptionv3 is the powerful CNN model to extract features for
us. We also introduced possible signature attributes for this type of dataset
to state of the art and applied zero-shot learning. We used class and image
embedding (CVIE) approach to test the possible zero-shot score. From results,
we can conclude that insulators dataset accuracy is directly dependent upon the
classification of insulators on the bases of semantic attributes. Increasing the
number of signature attributes will losses the zero-shot accuracy score while a
small number of signature attributes better results were achieved on this type
of dataset. The best results we got are classification on basic attributes e.g
color and number of plates of insulators. The effects of reducing or increasing
the number of classes were depending on the data inside each class. We cannot
surely say that if we reduce or increases the number of classes we will able to
increase the performance of the model.
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